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Moonset, Edmonton. A composite depicting the near full Moon above the city at sunrise on April
4th, as viewed from the Capilano bridge. Photo by Alister Ling.
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Mailing address

RASC Edmonton Centre
c/o Telus World of Science
11212 – 142 St
Edmonton, AB, Canada, TM5 4A1

CentreWebsite

http://www.edmontonrasc.com

Observing Deck
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Stardust

Articles for Stardust may be submitted by email to mward@interbaun.com. Submission deadline is the last day of
the previous month (e.g. for the May issue submit by 30 Apr). Submit as MSOffice OR OpenOffice OR AbiWord
OR plain text. Please avoid use of fancy formatting, odd spacing, and strange fonts. Graphics (photographs,
illustrations) should be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, Deadlines, Announcements
Regular Meetings and Events
Jan 8
Feb 12
Mar 12
Apr 8
Apr 9
Apr 21
Apr 22
May 14

7:30 Annual General Meeting / General Meeting
7:30 AGM Part 2 / General Meeting
7:30 expenditure proposal deadline
Edmonton Regional Science Fair
7:30
International Astronomy Day
Earth Day
7:30

Jun 11 7:30
June 28 - July 1 General Assembly (Calgary) AAVSO ALPO
Sep 10 7:30
Oct 15 7:30 expenditure proposal deadline
Nov 12 7:30
Dec 10 7:30

Council Meetings
Jan 15
Feb 26
Mar 26
Apr 23
May 28

7:15
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:15

Sep 24
Oct 29
Nov 26

1 pass at proposals
2nd pass at proposals
st

7:30
7:30
7:30

1st pass at proposals
2nd pass at proposals

Observing Schedule
Mar 16-17
Apr 13-14
May 11-12
Jun 9-10

Sep 14-15
Oct 12-13
Nov 9-10
Dec 7-8

Money Motions from the council meeting of 26 February 2007
Bruce McCurdy moved and Mark MacDonald seconded that up to $1400 from the Casino Fund be used to print additional copies of the
Dark Sky Preserve brochure entitled "Many Cultures, One Sky -- The Stars Belong to Everyone". CARRIED.
Mark MacDonald moved and Paul Campbell seconded that the Council approve the placing of an order with Sky Publishing using our
reseller status to pass on discounted prices to Centre members, agreeing to accept any cost differential that may occur, to a limit of $100.
CARRIED.
You Be the Judge! at the Edmonton Regional Science Fair
Many years ago, before the time of Bruce, which only Franklin can remember, the Edmonton Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society
of Canada established an annual endowment with the Edmonton Regional Science Fair enabling the most worthy astronomy project to
win a glorious RASC Special Award. On Saturday, April 14, some from our midst must once again step forward to serve as judge to
select a noteworthy project to win this coveted trophy. Wayne Malkin, the 2006 winner of The Bryce Heartwell Memorial Award for
Astrophotographer of the Year, has graciously provided his services to this praiseworthy task. Working side-by-side with such a
distinguished member makes the undertaking doubly rewarding.
If you are able to help Wayne, please email the Centre’s Public Education Director at aaquisto@macewan.ca. You can register as a judge
on-line at the links indicated below.
Home Page:
Judge Registration:
Science Fair 2007:
RASC Special Award:

http://www.ersf.ca
http://www.ersf.ca/ersf/register_judges.php
http://www.ersf.ca/page3.htm
http://www.ersf.ca/rasc.htm

Astronomy Day 2007
Astronomy Day is once again fast approaching.This year activities
are planned for April 20 to 22. Since we will be on daylight
savings time, sunset is rather late at 8:40 PM. At sunset, Venus is
30 degrees above the western horizon, and the 5-day old Moon is
20 degrees higher and slightly farther south. Saturn is well placed
at 50 degrees above the southern horizon. By 10 o’clock, a few
RASC Edmonton Centre

star clusters should be discernible: the Double Cluster, Beehive,
and M13. Since I have not been involved with Astronomy Day
before, I am not familiar with the local horizons at our public
viewing locations, so I’m not sure to what extent the sky will be
obscured by building and trees; but if you find that you have a
poor view of some part of the sky, just give me a call and I will do
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my best to remove the obstruction … I know some people.
As usual, we will be hosting sidewalk astronomy on the Friday and
Saturday evenings from 8:00 to 11:00 PM at Gazebo Park, The
Promenade, and St. Albert Place. The Observatory will also be
open during its regular hours on Friday and Sunday and Saturday.
Massimo Torri is planning to set up a telescope at Velma E. Baker
School at 2845 43A Ave NW on Saturday evening, so if you live
nearby, you might want to drop by and give him some support. If
there are other members who want to set up telescopes in their
neighbourhood, let me know so that I can include the information
in our various advertising efforts.
On Saturday we will have an information table, a light pollution
table, and a kids’ activity table set up in the lobby of TWOSE
from 1:00 to 8:00 PM. During this time we will host several public

presentations on a variety of astronomy topics on the Syncrude
Science Stage.
This year we are combining our Astronomy Day and our Earth
Day efforts. Earth Day celebrations fall on Sunday, April 22 from
Noon to 6 PM at Hawrelak Park. Here we will again endeavour to
set up the same three tables from the Saturday event at TWOSE, as
well as a plethora of solar telescopes.
If you are interested in volunteering for any of these activities, or
if you have creative ideas of how to make Astronomy Day a better
event, please contact your Public Education Director, Orla
Aaquist, by email at aaquisto@macewan.ca or by phone at 4868661 (home) or 497-5788 (work). If you do not wish to volunteer,
we would really appreciate it if you can stop by one or more of the
venues and join in the fun; be sure to bring your friends and
family.

President’s Report by Krista Stefan
As I’m writing this I’m reminded of a story that happened many
years ago. As a gift for my then teenage sister, I offered to have a
separate phone line installed in her room as long as she would pay
the service fee. The first bill came in and she contentedly wrote a
cheque. A few weeks later she was opening her mail and started
complaining that she’d paid her bill already. When we told her it
was a new bill her reply was…
“You mean I have to do this every month?!?”
So now that I realize that I do indeed have to do this every month,
here is the next installment of the barely coherent ramblings of
your president.
The vernal equinox is fast approaching with the promise of
warmer weather and longer days, but the corresponding loss of
early evening observing. With the spring also comes some of our
main outreach activities. Remember to sign up to help with
Astronomy Day and Earth Day, which both occur the weekend of
April 20-22. If you want to help but don’t have a telescope, there

are many other activities you can do. If you do have a telescope,
with the Moon, Venus, and Saturn in the evening sky, there are
sure to be plenty of oohs and aahs at the eyepiece. The reactions
make fending off those who want to put fingerprints all over your
eyepieces or swing from your counterweights extremely
worthwhile. Please contact Orla if you would like to help.
Remember that next month is our annual April “Starbust” issue, so
warm up those funny bones and get writing! The April meeting is
also a Member’s night. I welcome members who would like to
present something to contact me. I’d love to hear from some of our
newer members as well, so even if you’re not a seasoned observer
if you have a story, a picture, a song, a poem, or anything else
astronomy related let me know and I’ll try to fit you in.
I suppose I’ve taken up enough precious column space so I’ll close
by sending apologies to my sister for dredging up and making
public family history. Remember Sis, I’m not laughing with you
I’m laughing at you.

New Members Report by Pat abbott
Glenda Bacchus is fortunate in living outside the city and decided
to renew her acquaintance with the night sky; she had grown up on
a farm in Alberta. She has a 4" Celestron Nexstar and plans on
using it to introduce her children to the night sky.
Matthew Davis also has a Celestron Nexstar but an 8". He has
only recently received it, so it is still in the box. He hopes to
remedy this soon , but admits he does not relish the idea of
observing at -20C.

from them. He has a 10" Dobsonian on order and is impatiently
awaiting its arrival.
Bernie Savard bucks the trend by having a refractor. He has a 3"
refractor and is starting to find his way around with it. He lives in
Morinville and therefore escapes the worst of Edmonton's light
pollution.
To all our new members, Cead mile failte (a hundred thousand
welcomes)

Jeff McKee joins the Centre to meet other enthusiasts and learn
Observers Report by Paul Campbell
Yuck! Was February ever a horrible month for observing. We
were totally clouded out for the dark of the moon stuff and even
lunar observers would have had a tough time getting in any
observations. In late January Jnani Cevvel got back from
Australia. According to his reports he got lots of excellent
observing and even managed to see Comet McNaught at its best. I
RASC Edmonton Centre

have also heard from Pat Abbott who managed to get in a few
solar observations and some variable observations, but this
workhorse for AAVSO has been pretty well shutdown due to the
persistent water vapor over the Edmonton region.
Alister Ling, Mike Noble and Michael Hoskinson failed to see the
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asteroid Euphrosyne occultation, even though the place to be was
right in Edmonton. Yet there is hope we can do some good
asteroid work yet! I do hope most of the observers are subscribed
to the Astro List server. This is a great way to stay in tune with
what observers in the Edmonton area are doing. If you read Astro
then you’ll know about the asteroid Arsinoe occultation on March
5th. By the time you read this article the event will have happened.
As I write this I can only wish that Alister and Mike and Michael
have something positive to report at the next meeting.
What time and deadlines do allow me to tell you about involves
another asteroid. This one is a Near Earth Asteroid or NEO. It
goes by the neat little name of 2006 VV2. It arrives near Earth on
March 30 and the 31st. As you can see by the chart, for a period of

approximately two days, the asteroid moves from the feet of Ursa
Major down to the bottom of Leo. Using some crude estimates
(my poor use of Guide 8) this turns out to be about 46 degrees of
movement in just two days. This object is moving!
This occurs on a Friday and Saturday night. The moon will be in
the sky so I see no reason to go to a dark site. If there is enough
interest, I’ll book the 16” telescope for those two evenings for
RASC observers to get a look at this object. Having seen a near
Earth asteroid before, I can tell you that it is really neat to be able
to actually see an object move against the background stars in real
time. The more stars the better as it gives something to compare
the asteroid’s position to. That is why something like the 16” at
the observatory might be good.

Larry Wood was kind enough to provide this information on
the asteroid.
2006 VV2 was discovered by LINEAR on November 11,
2006. Its absolute magnitude of 16.6 suggests a diameter of
1.5 km (within a factor of two). It will be only 0.023 AU (8.8
lunar distances) from Earth on March 31. This is the closest
approach predicted for an object that is at least as bright as
2006 VV2's until May 2036, when 1999 KW4 will approach
within 6.0 lunar distances. Due to the proximity of its orbit to
Earth and its diameter, 2006 VV2 has been classified as a
"Potentially Hazardous Asteroid" by the Minor Planet Center.
2006 VV2 will be a bright object: it may reach 10th
magnitude at closest approach and is expected to be easily
visible in small telescopes. A month ago on February 11 the
asteroid passed close to M52 in Cassiopeia, and on March 25
it will pass close by Polaris where it will reach about
magnitude 13.7.

Then on the following evening, as it gets closer to Earth, it has
done some serious traveling as it has moved almost 5° in twentyfour hours, and has reached magnitude 13.5.
Orbital and Physical Characteristics
orbit type
Apollo
Semi major axis
2.388 AU
eccentricity
0.602
inclination
23.6°
perihelion distance0
.949 AU
aphelion distance
3.826 AU
absolute magnitude (H)
16.6
diameter
1.5 km +- a factor of two
rotation period
unknown
pole direction
unknown
light curve amplitude
unknown
spectral class
unknown

Some of the galaxies spread over into the southern regions of
Coma Berenices. This makes the Virgo/Coma regions one of the
richest with galaxies visible to those with modest sized telescopes.

Other things coming up are March, April and May. That’s right,
spring observing! The Earth in its orbit about the Sun has turned
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its back on the Milky Way allowing us to look deep into the
Universe. This is when the Virgo cluster is in the sky and is the
best time for galaxies. The Virgo Cluster is actually the nearest
cluster of galaxies to us (not counting our local group) at some 50
to 60 Million light years away from us. By the way, the local
group is actually part of the Virgo cluster as we are on the outer
edges of this huge cluster of galaxies. There are no less than 16
Messier objects associated with this group.

And that’s only Virgo and Coma Berenices. Remember there are
also a ton of galaxies located in Ursa Major, Leo, and Canes
Venatici. I for one am looking forward to this spring. The next
official observing weekend will be March 16th and 17th. I hope to
see you there.
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The Planets by Murray D. Paulson
Last month we had an excellent apparition of Mercury, and I
managed to follow it for several weekends in a row. It was
surprisingly high in the evening sky. On February 22nd, Mercury
passed in inferior conjunction with the sun and zipped into the
morning sky. The ensuing morning apparition is unfavorable with
the ecliptic at such a shallow angle with the horizon. Mercury will
hit a rather lengthy elongation from the sun of 28 degrees on
March 21st, but it will rise only ½ hour before the sun. The bright
twilight will make the task of finding it just about impossible, so it
is back to setting circles or the Goto scope for the next while. On
March 21st, Mercury will show you a 7” half phase at magnitude
0.3. Well worth the hunt!

eyepiece if you can find it.

I love the brilliance of Venus in the evening, and I gawk at it from
out of my car window on the journey home. I like to see how soon
I can spot it in the evening twilight. At the beginning of the
month, Venus sits 30 degrees from the sun and it shines at
magnitude –3.9. Look for the close conjunction of the Moon and
Venus 2.7° apart, on Mar 21. Last month’s conjunction was quite
pretty and we get an instant replay of the event. By the end of
March, Venus will move to 36 degrees from the sun and shines at
magnitude –4.0. It will show you a 14” gibbous disk in the
eyepiece. Over the next 6 months, Venus will grow more than 4
times its size and slim down to a thin crescent. It is a fine
observing project to watch the progression of its growth and phase
from month to month.

Last month was Saturn’s opposition and now it has become an
evening object. Saturn is at +16 degrees declination, and sits high
in the sky in stark contrast with Jupiter. It shines at magnitude 0.1,
and makes a nice addition to Leo, ready to be harvested by that
sickle. In the eyepiece you will see its 19.7” disk wreathed in
rings. On the night of March 21, we get a grand alignment of
Saturn’s moons all along the axis of the rings. Enceladus and
Mimas are well placed for visibility, as far from the planet as they
can get on this evening. If you want to go for as many of Saturn’s
moons as you can get, this is a good night. The included chart is
uninverted and with Equatorial north up. The local time is 10 pm,
but the alignment gets better just after midnight. Saturn’s moons
will sit in this sequence for most of the night. On March 28 th, a
nearly full moon passes just over 20 minutes of arc from Saturn. It
will make a nice high power field and closest approach is just
before 10 pm local time. Get your scope out and enjoy the dance!

Mars will pass through Capricorn this month, and now sits 43
degrees from the sun. Like in Mercury’s case, the morning ecliptic
lies low, and Mars will be washed out in the twilight glare. Mars
shines at magnitude +1.2 and will show you a 4.5” disk in the

Jupiter shines at Magnitude –1.9 and sits in the constellation of
Scorpius, or rather it trapezes through the bottom of Ophiuchus for
the next few months. It now rises at about 2 am, and transits the
meridian just before 6 am. So if you are an early riser, you can get
a good look at Jupiter some morning, or do it on the way back
from Blackfoot. When Jupiter transits the meridian, it crests only
14 degrees above the horizon, not great for high resolution seeing,
but keep trying. You can never tell when the skies tighten up and
reveal the details. In the eyepiece you can see its 39” oblate disk
and set of four moons.

Till next month, clear skies.

Blotting out starlight: Upcoming Edmonton lunar occultations: prime events by Alister Ling
Staring through the eyepiece, you watch the Moon slowly
approach a star. In the blink of an eye the diamond chip disappears
with a surprising suddenness.
You’ve just witnessed an
occultation, when one body passes in front of another. This
month’s Pleiades occultation will be one of the year’s best.
Binoculars will provide a pretty view of the brighter events, and a
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gorgeous sight of the earthshine.
Crescent Moon nighttime Pleiades occultation! Thursday night
March 22-23 after midnight. Watch out for the low altitude! The
first event is 12 degrees up and azimuth 290, north of west.
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Legend:
CA or cusp angle, tells you how much of
an angle relative to the cusp the event
will take place. See the diagram. A cusp
angle of 90 degrees is smack in the
middle of the dark limb. A negative cusp
angle means an event on the bright limb.
D Disappearance (easy)
d disappearance (tough)
R Reappearance (easy)
r reappearance (tough)

In any month, there are several dozen occultations, but most are
not of interest for the casual observer. An abridged list (bright and
easy and before 1 am) for events through April can be found at:
http://www3.telus.net/public/aling/ On that page, there is a link
to the complete list, suitable for a 12-inch scope.
To put on the calendar:
Pleiades daylight April 19 Thursday 8:53am MDT ending at 10:05
Venus-Pleiades crescent Moon photo-op April 19 Thursday

evening 21:20 MDT
Saturn occulted by the Moon April 25 Wednesday morning
4:15am MDT only 1 degree off the NW horizon (Az 300)
Regulus! April 26 Thursday morning 3:17am MDT 11 degrees
up in the W. Reappearance on the bright limb at 4:13 not
favourable
Venus-crescent Moon photo-op May 19 Saturday evening 22:20
MDT
Good observing!

Crescents and Full Moon Photo-Ops by Alister Ling
Staying connected to the sky makes one’s life all the more relaxing
and interesting. It’s surprisingly easy to do this: plan to step
outside to see a beautiful twilight with a crescent Moon filled with
earthshine, or watch a nearly full Moon rise (or set) over a city
skyscape. Ever seen a Moon less than 24 hours from new? This
spring there are a couple of nice chances for you. On March 19th,
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an “easy” one, at 23h45m. You’ll even be able to see this one
without binoculars once you find it, assuming clear skies! The
April 17th one requires at least binoculars, and probably a scope,
and an extremely low horizon. It’s my chance to blow past my
young Moon record.
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A composite depicting the crescent Moon above the city on March 19th, as
viewed from Strathearn Drive. Photo by Alister Ling

The Moon and Venus are popular targets these days. Left, by
Murray Paulson,above, by Scott Henderson.
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Notice re: Richard Leakey Dinner Lecture – April 24
On April 24, 2007, the Edmonton Space & Science Foundation will host the world- famous paleo-anthropologist and
environmentalist, Dr. Richard Leakey, for his first-ever speaking event in Canada. Dr. Leakey has been profiled on 60
Minutes and was named one of Time Magazine’s 100 Greatest Minds of the 20th Century.
Tickets for this dinner event are $125 per person or $1,200 for a table of 10 at the Shaw Conference Centre to hear Dr.
Leakey’s talk Global Challenges: The Environment and the Future.
Dr. Leakey is a global thinker and influential environmentalist who has been making international headlines for more than
30 years. In 2005, Dr. Leakey organized an Environmental Forum which gathered more than 100 of the world’s top
scientists and government officials to discuss the implementation of major international initiatives – addressing solutions
to such global issues as climate change, biodiversity, and sustainable development. During his presentation in Edmonton,
Dr. Leakey will share his stories from this forum and his views on the future. A brilliant speaker, he is sure to spark
fascinating questions and discussion among our Edmonton audience.
In addition to his presentation on the evening of April 24th, the following day, Dr. Leakey will share his insights with
2,500 Edmonton and area grade 7 – 9 students, proceeds from the dinner event help make this opportunity for students
possible. Additional proceeds from this event will also go toward a bursary fund to sponsor students from low-income
families in our region to attend the amazing summer camps at TELUS World of Science.
Inquiries: Phone: (780) 452-9100
E-mail: info@telusworldofscienceedmonton.com
You can also purchase on-line via secure server at:
www.telusworldofscience.com/edmonton
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